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T
he Indiana Leadership Summit was conducted earlier this year

by the Indiana Humanities Council. Among the sessions was a

discussion titled Indiana 2020: A Scenario-based Exercise on the

Future of the Hoosier State.

The Hudson Institute and Butler University collaborated to

develop the scenarios. Summit participants engaged in a spirited

dialogue. BizVoice followed up on that event with this roundtable

analysis of the key issues and what is needed to move the state forward.

A brief summary of the four scenarios:

1. Business as Usual = Steep Decline. Clinging to the status quo will deteriorate Indiana’s economy,

culture and social well-being. The “brain drain” becomes an exodus of higher education itself.

A continued loss of corporate headquarters translates to less funding of culture, education. A

shrinking, aging population leads to social, racial tension.

2. “Clusters of Excellence/Clusters of Despair.” Indiana scores one or two economic development

“hits.” Clusters of success emerge in Indianapolis with tentacles to Lafayette, Bloomington,

Columbus and Anderson. The clusters are isolated with the rest of the state falling way behind.

3. “No Community Left Behind.” Indiana experiences the same economic development hits, but

the clusters grow together, expand and send out tentacles across the state. Through deliberate

strategies, rural and small-town Indiana share in the benefits of technology and the freedoms

of a new economy. Distinct values are preserved and leveraged.

4. “All of the Above, Plus a Bit of Luck.” We’re best in class. Indiana leverages its quality of life,

realizes that mediocrity is not good enough and no bucks were passed – it was everyone’s job

together. The state gets lucky a few times with entrepreneurs or businesses that came from

nowhere. The lucky breaks take hold due to foresight.

Panel participants include:

Enhanced recognition
The last few years should have sent a strong message about some of Indiana’s economic vulnerabilities.

Does that mean the “business as usual” scenario does not apply? 

Lloyd believes there is a stronger recognition that some changes need

to be made within the state, although he’s not sure people fully understand

the challenges of enhanced education for all citizens.

Clark agrees with the increase in recognition, but notes the pace has

been slow in moving from that stage to implementation. “Actually making

that change, that’s a little bit tougher. I’m a little bit less optimistic about that.”

Taking exception to the business as usual language, Snyder counters

that, “We were certainly into state government as usual. I think the cities

have actually been more aggressive in moving ahead. It’s got some catching

up to do, but maybe it (state government) has started to move forward

and hear some of the other constituents.”

Massey and the Indiana Humanities Council conducted local community
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forums as a precursor to the Leadership Summit. He says the

resistance to change was less than anticipated, but the missing

element appeared to be “concrete strategies or visions” at the

state level.

The pressure on the state to be the public sector leader of

change is only amplified by what is referred to as the archaic

form of county government. The township level of government

that was conceived in the 1850s is a major contributor to a

cumbersome structure. Add in that

Indiana elects more county officials

(nine) than any other state and it

becomes clear that counties have an

uphill battle to become change agents.

“Just in Vanderburgh County,”

Lloyd explains, “we have 16 tax rates

because of all the townships and

that’s crazy. “A state like Kentucky,

they don’t seem to have as many

layers to go through. We have an

antiquated government structure

that hamstrings us.”

Brademas puts it bluntly. “We waste a lot of

money, and we do not do the kind of job we could do if the

counties and the cities were literally merged.”

Keeping pace
With business becoming more global and moving at an

increased speed, will a moderate pace for instituting change be good

enough? Does change need to take place in geographic unison?

Coming to Indiana from outside the state, Massey says,

“There was a noticeable slowing down that you experience in

business and various sectors. It’s a perceptible difference in pace.”

Clark divides pace into three aspects: structural, institutional

change that will be difficult but not impossible; a culture of

consensus that can be beneficial if everyone is on board; and

the dangerous aspect of consensus that prevents movement

until “the very last one is ready to move. That’s the idea of an

anchor. If you’re still trying to get either the last communities

or the last leaders or whoever on board, and you’re waiting for

them, that’s the part that seems to be dragging Indiana down

sometimes.”

Geography also plays a factor in change. Indianapolis and

its surrounding counties are dominant in the central part of

the state, with the other large

cities – Fort Wayne, Gary,

South Bend, Evansville –

along the borders.

Snyder identifies strong

messages in a recent Indianapolis

Star story and U.S. Conference

of Mayors study about the

importance of regional

economies as pockets of growth. 

“We have to figure out

how to take advantage of our own captive cities, and take

advantage of the fact that Cincinnati, Louisville and Chicago

are growth vehicles for us,” he reasons. Put these regional

growth areas on a map and at least one concern is evident.

“It leaves some gaps in the state and those are the ones I wonder

about,” Snyder adds. “Are there going to be people left behind?”

Scenario 2 includes some areas being left behind, while

Scenario 3 entails growth and development throughout the

state. Clark fears that not moving forward until everyone can

be pulled along jeopardizes the potential for any success.

“A state like Kentucky,
they don’t seem to have as
many layers to go through.
We have an antiquated
government structure
that hamstrings us.”

– Russell Lloyd
Evansville Mayor
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He questions whether that means “letting some other parts of the state

go.” With a sigh, and mentioning Gary as an example, he adds, “Maybe

what we should do is try and help those communities die gracefully.”

Brademas counters that development is taking place in Gary and other

parts of northern Indiana, offering options for Chicago-area businesses

and residents. Despite any problems, Lloyd states Lake County is “just

something you can’t write off.”

Massey cites effective models in other states and countries that have revived

economically challenged areas. The difficulty is finding the proper approach.

Lifelong education
If the state is going to move toward Scenarios 3 and 4, education –

at all levels – is one of the primary ingredients. Improvements in K-12 and

higher education must be accompanied by enhanced success at lifelong learn-

ing efforts. The state has large numbers of people in the current workforce

who need additional skills to continue to contribute.

While acknowledging the contributions of Evansville and the University of

Southern Indiana, Lloyd laments that, “One of the things we lack is a research university.”

Anderson residents, according to Snyder, can get a bachelor degree in their hometown through

Purdue’s statewide technology initiatives. But access to advanced degree programs is essential for

attracting and maintaining major businesses. 

“Businesses will bring in factories and put them in small towns, but they won’t bring in engineers

or senior financial people unless they have good (K-12) schools and access to advanced degree

programs,” he contends. “Evansville is underserved (and is probably) the only major metropolitan

area that doesn’t have that from the state universities.”

South Bend, Brademas points out, is more than adequately served by Notre Dame and its Indiana

University regional campus. “I am continually concerned about the number of young people who

are not getting through high school properly. I think we need to devote some attention to that.”

Taking the concern to a younger level and illustrating public sector inefficiencies, Brademas

recalls reading about $500,000 being devoted to develop an at-risk program. His offer to do the

same for $10,000 didn’t come to fruition, but his efforts with 20 ninth-grade students the principal

identified as possible dropouts certainly paid off.

“There was not a two-parent family with any one of those kids. Every morning throughout

the entire school year, I met with them in the gymnasium at 6:30. We played basketball … and

then I cut a deal with McDonalds to bring in orange juice, milk and a big breakfast. Many of

these kids don’t even eat any breakfast.”

Through the workforce development agency, Brademas continued the personal attention by

finding the students jobs in the summer.

“I checked and 85% of them had a significant improvement in their grade point average,”

he continues. “Even today, I still get phone calls from some of them. What I’m saying is that the

business community has to step in and act as mentors to some of these young people. We cannot

afford to lose them. And, unfortunately, we’re losing far too many.”

On the business side of education, Snyder says the focus returns to the state because of its

control of tax policy and education funding. The funding conflict between decaying inner city

schools and high-growth metropolitan areas, as illustrated in the 2003 legislative session, is one

that won’t go away soon.

Massey claims Nashville, Tennessee, avoided that dilemma. Its city-county consolidation,

similar to the Indianapolis-Marion County UniGov, went a step further by including school, fire

and police services throughout the metro area. 

Clark responds that government appears to be more

of an impediment than an asset. 

“You need a business community; you need civic

organizations, voluntary associations to actually do things,”

he argues. “In some ways it sounds really inefficient, trying

to find ways to work around this government structure.”

In addition, Clark reminds about the importance of adult

“There is a great
opportunity for a
visionary, articulate
governor to really
move the state forward.
… Missing, at the moment, that
could catalyze this seems to be
state level visionary leadership.”

Scott Massey
Indiana Humanities Council

“We were certainly into state
government as usual. I think the
cities have actually been more
aggressive in moving ahead.” 

Tom Snyder
Delco Remy International, Inc.
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education – “instilling in people the desire and need to continue

educating themselves so they’ll be able to adapt to the economy.”

Potholes in the road
The list of roadblocks in striving to reach Scenario 3 (or 4)

continues to grow. Among other identified concerns:

In connecting the smaller towns or areas between

major cities, Snyder comments, “Two things … are

missing. One is infrastructure service. Are there (good)

roads? (Second), are there good cell phone connections?”

Brademas identifies significant increases in minority

populations, particularly Hispanics, and the employment,

education and housing challenges that accompany the

change. He adds that providing services to the aging

population is another area that has not been given the

attention it deserves.

Massey emphasizes a “thoughtful state strategy” on

broadband connections and their importance, particularly in

small towns. Clark reiterates the education component in this

area, assisting small business and individuals, through libraries

and other public venues, in taking advantage of the Internet.

Lurking below the radar screen, according to Lloyd, is the

issue of urban sprawl. A recent article cited five or six Indiana

cities among the national leaders. In addition to Evansville, he

adds Terre Haute and Bloomington to those already experiencing

the problem.

“There’s always been this mentality that we’ve got all this ground,

we’ve got all this area,” Lloyd relates, “that we don’t have to worry

about sprawl. But I think we’re going

to be running into that, especially over

the next 10 to 15 years.”

“You need a business community;
you need civic organizations,
voluntary associations to actually
do things. In some ways it sounds
really inefficient, trying to
find ways to work around this
government structure.”

– John Clark
Hudson Institute

“The business community has to step in
and act as mentors to some of these young
people. We cannot afford to lose them. And,
unfortunately, we’re losing far too many.” 

Tom Brademas
Center Management Group
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The issue, of course, is one that extends nationwide. Massey

remembers reading of a New Hampshire town “where they

passed a policy that you couldn’t build a new structure until

an economic study had been done to see if another building

that currently existed could be repurposed cheaper and serve

just as effectively.”

Closer to home, Fortune Management is a company that

has reinvigorated the downtowns in Kokomo and Marion. It is

currently working to do the same in Lawrenceburg.

On the scale
Indiana’s goal should be to move

along the scenario scale. But where

does the state currently stand in the

eyes of the participants.

Entering his work on this issue, Clark

claims he would not have been surprised

to see Scenario 1 play out. Today, he

brings a more optimistic perspective.

“Between the life sciences initiative

and the quality of life shifting, (it

appears) we are going to be able to

attract and retain college workers in

central Indiana,” he forecasts, adding,

“I really want the entire state to be

benefiting even if it means central

Indiana is not quite world class. Looking

at the scenarios the one that would

surprise me the least (in 2020) would

be the second one.”

Snyder: “I think we’re between

two and three right now. We certainly

have clusters of excellence.” Separating

Indiana from a New Jersey, he says, is

the cultural center of Indianapolis. “New

Jersey is a ring state. It doesn’t have any

cities it can call its own. That is something

we can grab hold of and promote.”

Massey and Lloyd agree with the

current placement between two and three. 

“There is a great opportunity for

a visionary, articulate governor to really

move the state forward,” Massey asserts.

“There is a lot of momentum in the

private sector, even in the non-profit

sector. Missing, at the moment, that

could catalyze this seems to be state

level visionary leadership.”

Lloyd: “Giving localities the ability

to use some tax incentives to attract

business, high tech or start-up, is

very important. We’ve restructured to

help make our state more attractive.

We’ve got to do more.”

Lloyd believes his city and region

will benefit from the life sciences initiative

that is focused, for the most part, on central Indiana. Clark

compares the effort to Silicon Valley, which expanded technology

development beyond the traditional research and development

to include design. 

“Indianapolis could be the R&D part,” Clark concludes.

“The other parts of the state with the manufacturing – someone’s

going to have to build the devices that are involved.”

If so, maybe Scenario 2 becomes Scenario 3. And, with a

little luck, Scenario 4 and a bright future for all Hoosiers.


